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STEMM Blood Scent

Catch 22

Rating: 10 Out Of 10

Reviewed by: Bam-Bam

It didn’t take long for STEMM to become my favorite new Metal band…just

three songs into their latest release, Blood Scent, and I was hooked. Not

only is this one of the best produced Metal records I’ve ever heard, the

tunes are just fucking incredible! Brutal, Honest, and Performed To

Extreme Perfection!!! I have no idea why the world hasn’t been introduced

to this band earlier, but I imagine it’s par for the course that the music

industry only signs and promotes bands that they KNOW they can sell

millions of albums on because it sounds like everything else. Well,

STEMM, thank Satan, doesn’t sound like the glut of Metal bands that say

they’re keeping it real with new riffage and tune structure. They literally sound different

because they mix the best elements of Metal with some Active/Agro Rock stylings that might

see songs like “House Of Cards” and “Awake”finding some radio play. I’ve never heard a

mixture of music so perfectly screaming for heavy rock airplay…it’s as if PANTERA and a tinge
of the melodic hook from CROSSFADE broke one off in the ass of HATEBREED…without even

offering to pick up the dinner check!!! 

You’d be hard-pressed to find a single song on this record that doesn’t just kick your ass with a

sledge-hammer. Again, it’s back to the impeccable production provided by Mike Hatalak.

Everything sounds brilliant; the guitar solos reverberate through your ears for hours after

you’ve finished listening, the kick drums attack your chest and literally push air out of your

lungs no matter what kind of speakers you’re listening through, and singer/screamer Joe

Cafarella is a virtual shit storm of piss-n-venom!!! This is easily the best produced Metal album

since the days of PANTERA’s Far Beyond Driven and any KILLSWITCH ENGAGE album

ever released…nothing can touch this one!

Head over to PURCHASE NOW and grab a copy before the world catches on and you get left

behind!!! I’m warning you, this one is not to be overlooked! Very, Very Highly Recommended!!!
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